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Welcome to one of the best hotels in Prayagraj




Book your stay now and avail the comforts of these rooms


Relish these scrumptious delicacies at luxury hotel in Prayagraj


Savour on delicious cuisines at our in-house restaurant

Savour on delicious cuisines at our in-house restaurant

Plan your Meetings & Events at our specially designed Banquet Hall









Offers  Last minute offer 10% off on best available rates
Book your stay with us within 48 hours of arrival and avail flat 10% Discount.


Complimentary Offers
Complimentary Wi-Fi and Breakfast & Fitness Center Usage at Hotel Kanha Shyam, Prayagraj


20% discount on all Food and Beverage Outlets
20% Discount on on all Food and Beverage Outlets at Hotel Kanha Shyam, Prayagraj.


Book Salon & Spa services in advance
Book Salon & Spa services in advance



  previous promo  pause Promo  play Promo  next Promo




Check In

Check Out

Adults1
2
3




Children0
1




Promo Code

Why Book Direct?	Room upgrade to next category ( subject to availability)
	Early check in at 0800 Hrs ( subject to availability)
	20% discount on Food and Bevarages if you book on website only at The Patio,Jannat and Bar ( excluding room service)
	Free Wi-Fi
	Complimentary breakfast











Hotel Kanha Shyam, Prayagraj

22/1, Strachey Road, Civil Lines, Prayagraj - 211001

  9792203853 | Reception
  info@hotelkanhashyam.com
  sales@hotelkanhashyam.com




A royal stay at our hotel near Prayagraj High Court



Welcome to Prayagraj, one of the most ancient cities in India, also known as a famous pilgrimage center at the confluence of the three holy rivers - Ganga, Yamuna, and Saraswati. Whether you are visiting the pristine land of Prayagraj on business or to embrace the city's historical glory, Hotel Kanha Shyam, offers you the most convenient space to unwind and relax.
 
 Hotel Kanha Shyam, Prayagraj, is a luxurious retreat away from the hustle and bustle of the city life. With its glorious history and beautiful tourist attractions, our hotel near Sangam attracts a swarm of travellers to the city on a daily basis. Hence, our hotel is strategically located at close proximity from the railway station and the airport, to add to the convenience of our guests. We are also surrounded by a number of cultural attractions which make it easier for our guests to visit in between their itineraries.




Rooms
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We believe in providing a luxurious stay along with world-class services. Keeping the comforts of our guests in mind, we have put together four categories of rooms - Deluxe Room, Club Room, Chamber Room, and Suite.  The rooms are designed with contemporary interiors and high-end amenities. They exude grandeur and class and bring you the perfectly serene experience of Prayagraj.




Restaurant
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Enjoy multiple dining options at our hotel that are crafted for different moods. Patio Multicuisine Cafe, Jannat - an Indian restaurant and Celebrity Bar are the three diners you can choose from. Our expert chefs toss together some of the freshest ingredients and present you with surprising recipes that you will keep returning for. With extravagant buffets, well-stocked bars and coffee on the go, you are sure to be pampered beyond limits at our hotel near Sangam, Prayagraj! So soak in the flavors of Prayagraj while you stay at our beautiful hotel. You also have the takeaway options for your further convenience.
 As a policy we do not allow pets in Hotel Rooms



Events
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We are a proud corporate hotel with all imaginable business facilities and services. We have a total of 6 business centers comprising of banquet halls, lawns, meeting or board rooms and conferencing center. Each of these event halls is elaborately decorated for festivities, parties, receptions, conferences and other forms of celebrations. With state-of-the-art amenities in place, the banquet halls make for a great space for business and semi-formal events and gatherings.



Other Facilities
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Fitness Center
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Spa and Salon
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Yoga Room












Hotel Kanha Shyam, Prayagraj
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	  9792203853 | Reception





Get In Touch
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SitemapSimplotel - Hotel Website Design & Booking Engine






Continue your Booking











